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ABSTRACT The fluorescence of the single tryptophan in Baci/lus stearothermophilus phosphofructokinase was characterized
by steady-state and time-resolved techniques. The enzyme is a tetramer of identical subunits, which undergo a concerted
allosteric transition. Time-resolved emission spectral data were fitted to discrete and distributed lifetime models. The fluores-
cence decay is a double exponential with lifetimes of 1.6 and 4.4 ns and relative amplitudes of 40 and 60%. The emission spectra
of both components are identical with maxima at 327 nm. The quantum yield is 0.31 + 0.01. The shorter lifetime is independent
of temperature; the longer lifetime has weak temperature dependence with activation energy of 1 kcal/mol. The fluorescence
intensity and decay are the same in H20 and D20 solutions, indicating that the indole ring is not accessible to bulk aqueous
solution. The fluorescence is not quenched significantly by iodide, but it is quenched by acrylamide with bimolecular rate constant
of 5 x 108 M-1 s-1. Static and dynamic light scattering measurements show that the enzyme is a tetramer in solution with
hydrodynamic radius of 40 A. Steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropies indicate that the tryptophan is immobile.
The allosteric transition has little effect on the fluorescence properties. The fluorescence results are related to the x-ray structure.
INTRODUCTION
Phosphofructokinase (PFK) is a classical allosteric enzyme
(1). It catalyzes the phosphorylation of D-fructose 6-phos-
phate (Fru6P) by ATP to form D-fructose 1,6-bisphosphate,
a key regulatory step in glycolysis. The active enzyme from
most sources is a tetramer, which undergoes a concerted two-
state allosteric transition. The enzyme from Bacillus stearo-
thermophilus (Bs-PFK) shows hyperbolic Michaelis-Menten
kinetics with respect to both substrates, but cooperative
kinetics in the presence of allosteric inhibitor phospho-
enolpyruvate (PEP) (2). Unliganded Bs-PFK is in the active
R state, which has high affinity for substrate, switching to the
inactive T state with low affinity for substrate only in the
presence of PEP.
Structures of Bs-PFK and the major PFK from Escherichia
coli (Ec-PFK) have been determined by x-ray crystallogra-
phy (3-5). These bacterial PFKs have four identical subunits
of 34 kDa with 54% amino acid sequence homology (6-8).
Their three-dimensional structures are very similar. The
elongated subunits comprise two domains with an active site
between them: the larger domain bindsATP substrate, and the
smaller one binds Fru6P substrate. Both domains have a cen-
tral 3-sheet with layers of a-helices on either side. The en-
zyme is assembled as a dimer of dimers, so that each subunit
contacts two other subunits. A large interface between mono-
mers packed head-to-tail forms the dimer and the allosteric
effector binding site. The single tryptophan is located at the
large interface. A small interface between dimers packed
head-to-tail forms the tetramer and the Fru6P substrate bind-
ing site.
Tryptophan fluorescence is potentially a powerful probe of
the microenvironment in proteins because of the many non-
radiative decay pathways available to the indole chro-
mophore. Although indole itself has a monoexponential flu-
orescence decay, single tryptophan proteins almost
invariably have complex decays (9). In some proteins the
decay represents discrete lifetime components (10), whereas
in others it is more likely a distribution of lifetimes (1 1). This
complexity reports heterogeneity in the ground or excited
state, arising from multiple conformational states of a dy-
namic protein structure. Variable proximity of excited indole
to functional groups which may participate in nonradiative
decay processes, such as proton transfer (12), electron trans-
fer (13) or exchange, energy transfer (14), and solvent re-
laxation (15) or quenching (16), causes the lifetime hetero-
geneity. However, in most cases it has been difficult to
pinpoint specific functional groups and nonradiative decay
processes. A number of single tryptophan proteins have been
studied with a view to relating the fluorescence decay to an
x-ray or NMR structure. The goal is to develop a framework
for interpreting the fluorescence from proteins over a wide
range of circumstances including living cells. This paper
contributes to that ongoing effort. Here we report time-
resolved fluorescence measurements of Bs-PFK under sev-
eral conditions: temperature, solute quenching, and inhibitor
binding. Additional information is obtained from light scat-
tering. Origins of the complex decay are discussed in light
of the x-ray structure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
ATP, Fru6P, PEP, tryptophan, and N-acetyltryptophanamide were purchased
from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Tris-(hydroxymethyl)-
aminomethane (Tris) Ultra Pure and KI were purchased from Fisher Sci-
entific (Pittsburgh, PA). Acrylamide (ultrapure) was purchased from ICN
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Biomedicals Inc. (Irvine, CA). p-Terphenyl (99+%) was purchased from
Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI).
Bs-PFK was isolated from E. coli strain DF1020/pBR322/Bs-PFK (8)
using the procedure of Kotlarz and Buc (17) as modified by French et al.
( 18). All purification steps were carried out at 0-4°C except the heat treat-
ment. Homogeneity and isoelectric point of purified PFK were determined
by gel electrophoresis on a PhastGel System (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnol-
ogy Inc., Piscataway, NJ) using PhastGel gradient 10-15% sodium dodecyl
sulfate gels and PhastGel IEF3-9 isoelectric focussing gels. The gels showed
a single band when stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue, indicating >95%
purity. The isoelectric point of Bs-PFK is 5.5. Samples in deuterated buffer
were prepared by lyophilizing a solution of Bs-PFK in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0,
and dissolving the pellet in D20. Bs-PFK is not inactivated by freezing or
lyophilization.
The extinction coefficient of Bs-PFK was determined from absorbance
measured on an Aviv model 118DS UV-VIS spectrophotometer. Protein
concentration was determined using a Bio-Rad (Richmond, CA) protein
assay kit. A value of E278 = 16,600 M-' cm-' was calculated based on a
monomer molecular weight of 34,122 (8). Bs-PFK solutions are prepared
in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, unless otherwise noted; molar concentrations are
expressed on a monomer basis.
where the first and second subscripts refer to the orientation of the excitation
and emission polarizers, respectively (V = 0°; H = 900), and G= IHVIIHH
is an instrumental correction factor.
Time-resolved fluorescence
Fluorescence decays were measured by time-correlated single photon count-
ing on a Photochemical Research Associates instrument with a picosecond
rhodamine dye laser excitation source as described before (16). Decay
curves were acquired in 512 channels of 54 or 108 ps/channel to about 3-3.5
x 104 counts in the peak. The reference fluorophore wasp-terphenyl in 75%
ethanol, 0.8 M KI (containing a trace of thiosulfate to retard 13 formation).
Reference lifetimes measured with N-acetyltryptophanamide in 50 mM Tris,
pH 8.0, as monoexponential standard ranged from 0.23 ns at 15°C to 0.15
ns at 50°C.
Decay data were analyzed by the Beechem global program (22), which
was modified for reference deconvolution (23). In addition to discrete sums
of exponentials and continuous distributions, this program does one-step
analysis of temperature, quenching, and anisotropy data. Goodness of fit is
judged by reduced chi squared Xr value, weighted residuals, and autocor-
relation function of the residuals.
Steady-state fluorescence
Fluorescence was measured on a SLM model 8000 photon counting spec-
trofluorometer with single excitation (4-nm bandpass) and emission (8-nm
bandpass) monochromators. The excitation wavelength was 296 nm to avoid
excitation of tyrosine and phenylalanine. Anisotropic effects were elimi-
nated by using magic angle polarizers, which were set at 550 on the exci-
tation side and 0° on the emission side to avoid the Wood's anomaly of the
emission grating. Sample absorbance was <0.1 at 296 nm with 0.4-cm path
length. Fluorescence emission was measured in the ratio mode, and back-
ground fluorescence from a solvent blank was subtracted. Emission spectra
were corrected for the wavelength dependence of the instrument response
using correction factors determined with a standard lamp from Optronics
Laboratories Inc. (Orlando, FL). Temperature was controlled by a circu-
lating water bath.
Fluorescence quantum yields were measured by comparison to tryp-
tophan (recrystallized four times from 70% ethanol) in water. Sample quan-
tum yields were calculated using a value of 0.14 for tryptophan at 25°C ( 19).
The temperature dependence of the quantum yield was analyzed assuming
a single temperature-dependent deactivation process (20).
(D -' = k,lk,. + (Alk,.) exp( -E*IRT) (1)
(F is the quantum yield at absolute temperature T, kr is the radiative rate, k.
is the total temperature-independent rate (ko = kr + knr, where knr is the
temperature-independent nonradiative rate), A is the frequency factor, E* is
the activation energy, and R is the gas constant. The value of kr was de-
termined from quantum yield and lifetime data: kr = (D/i, where t = 1i
aiT,/l;ai. The Arrhenius parameters A and E* were estimated from a least
squares fit of ln[VF-' - kJkr] vs. l/RT using a literature value of k0 (16, 21).
Solute quenching experiments were carried out using stock solutions of
1, 2, and 8 M acrylamide and 1 M KI in water. Ionic strength was kept
constant in iodide quenching experiments by diluting Bs-PFK into 50 mM
Tris, pH 8.0, containing 1 M KCI. Intensities were acquired at 340-nm
emission wavelength for five 10-s time intervals. Values were averaged and
fit to the Stern-Volmer equation by least squares.
Lifetimes
The discrete analysis assumes a multiexponential decay model
(4)
with amplitudes a, and lifetimes Ti. Decay-associated emission spectra are
derived by combining time-resolved and steady-state data
(5)
where I(A) is the steady-state intensity and a,(A) is the amplitude of com-
ponent i at wavelength A.
The distribution analysis used a continuous Gaussian amplitude profile
of the lifetimes
I(t) = Iifa(Ti) exp( -t/T ) dTi (6)
where the fitting parameters are the lifetime centers TC and the standard
deviations or in the Gaussian probability density function as follows.
a(T) = (Il/2rTo) 2exp[-(T - T )2/2& ] (7)
Lifetime centers and standard deviations are linked in global analyses of
time-resolved emission spectral data. To test whether the width of the dis-
tribution varies with emission wavelength, some analyses were performed
with the standard deviations unlinked.
Arrhenius parameters were determined from temperature data by two
methods: 1) single curve discrete analysis of decay curves at each temper-
ature followed by least squares fit of lifetimes to the equation
T-I= ko + A exp(- E*IRT) (8)
and 2) global analysis of the data at different temperatures directly in terms
of k0, A, and E*:
1o/1 1 + KSV[Q] (2)
I, and I are fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of quencher
Q. KSv = kqTo is the Stem-Volmer constant, kq is the quenching rate con-
stant, and T-, is the fluorescence lifetime in the absence of quencher.
Fluorescence emission anisotropy was measured at 340-nm emission
wavelength. Each data point was acquired for five 10-s time intervals, and
the values were averaged. The anisotropy (r) was calculated from
I(t) = lja, exp{ -t[ki + A exp(- E*/R)]}. (9)
The Arrhenius parameters for component i, koi, Ai, and Ei*, are linked for
the entire temperature-dependent data set, leaving only the amplitudes free.
Solute-quenching data were also analyzed by two methods: 1) single
curve discrete analysis of decay curves at each quencher concentration fol-
lowed by least squares fit of lifetimes to the Stern-Volmer equation
(/v= I/To + kq[Q] (10)
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I(t) = ljaj exp - t1Ti)
Ii(A) = I(,k)otj(,k)-rj/'Fjaj(A)Ti
(r) = (Ivv GIvH)I(Ivv + 2GIVH) (3)
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and 2) global analysis of the data at different quencher concentrations di-
rectly in terms of T. and kq, linking them for the entire quenching data set.
I(t) = XjCa exp[-t(l/Ir0 + kqj[Q])] (1 1)
Anisotropy decay
The polarized decays Ivv(t) and IVH(t) were acquired contemporaneously
with a reference decay in a four-cell sample holder. The Ivv(t) and IVH(t)
curves were collected for equal times in 512 channels of 108 ps/channel to
about 3 x 104 peak counts in the IVH(t) curve. The polarized decays were
fit simultaneously to
lw(t) = (l/3)1(t)[I + 2 r(t)] (12)
and
IvH(t) = ( 1/3)GI(t)[ -r(t)] ( 13)
where I(t) is the intensity decay given by Eq. 4 and r(t) is the anisotropy
decay
r(t) = Ii Pi exp(-t/4)i) (14)
with preexponentials P3, and rotational correlation times 4i. The initial
anisotropy r(0) = li3i. The preexponentials and rotational correlation times
are linked in the global analysis. The G factor was computed separately from
G = ((Ivv(t))/(IvH(t)))(l - (r))/(l + 2 (r)) (15)
where (Ivv(t)) and (IvH(t)) stand for the total counts in the respective curves
and (r) is the steady-state anisotropy determined according to Eq. 3. The
value of G was fixed in the global analysis. Instead of dividing the recovered
a, values of the IVH(t) curve by G as indicated in Eq. 13, the reference decay
for the IvH(t) curve was multiplied by G.
Light scattering
A Lexel model 95 argon ion laser with maximum output of 1.4 watts at 514.5
nm was used as light source. The locally built apparatus has undergone only
minor modifications since last described (24). The temperature was con-
trolled at 25.00 + 0.050C by a circulating water bath. Scattering cells were
12-mm OD silanated cells. Each cell was individually tested for cleanliness
by filling it with clean water gravity fed (about 1I-m pressure head) through
a Gelman 0.2 ,lm cartridge filter. The flow rate of about 400 ml/min is
sufficiently slow to prevent filter shedding. The water appeared completely
free of dust as observed with a focussed laser beam traversing the water at
100 x magnification. Cells were checked after cleaning by observing the
laser beam at 300 scattering angle. The cleaning process was repeated until
less than one "dust-event"/30 s occurred. The scattering volume during
measurement is much smaller than during cell testing, so dust is extremely
unlikely during measurement. About 0.03-0.2 mg/ml Bs-PFK solutions
were prepared in filtered buffer and transferred to cells via 0.2 ,um Sargent-
Welch Anotop prefabricated inorganic membrane filters. Very low protein
binding on these filters was confirmed by UV and fluorescence measure-
ments. Performance of the filters was variable, so the ability of each to
deliver clean filtrate was judged by the laser observation test before use.
Sample cells were capped with Teflon tape, and light scattering measure-
ments were carried out immediately. Occasionally, it was necessary to cen-
trifuge the samples directly in the cells at 9,000 g for 1 h.
Static light scattering was measured at 450 scattering angle. Average
intensity was measured by repeated photon counting trials. Each measure-
ment was accepted only after reproducibility was established. High intensity
trials were eliminated from consideration as a dust-discriminating tool. The
data were converted to Rayleigh factor using toluene as a reference standard.
The Rayleigh factor for toluene as a reference at 900 scattering angle is
R = 1.402 X 10-5 cm-' at 632.8 nm (25). The value at 514.5 nm was
calculated from R514.5 = R632.8 (632.8/514.5)4. Assuming scattering of ver-
tically polarized incident light from a small, optically isotropic particle,
Kc/R0 = Mw + 2A2c (16)
where K is an optical constant containing the specific refractive index in-
crement dn/dc, c is concentration in g/ml, Ro is the Rayleigh ratio, M, is
weight-average molecular weight, and A2 is the virial coefficient. M, was
obtained from the inverse intercept of the plot of Kc/R0 vs. c by linear
regression.
Dynamic light scattering was measured at 600 scattering angle. Each
autocorrelation function (26) was obtained as the sum of several "short"
runs, sometimes collected under manual supervision while observing a rate
meter to guard against dust. Selected short runs were summed after testing
each for consistency of intensity, average decay rate, degree of nonexpo-
nentiality, optical coherence, and agreement of computed and measured
baselines (27). The summed baseline was typically I06_107. The data were
fit using the method of cumulants (28). They were also fit by nonlinear least
squares to a single exponential with a floating baseline. The hydrodynamic
radius Rh was calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation
D = kT/6irTloRh (17)
where D is the translational diffusion coefficient, k is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and q. is solvent viscosity. The uncertainty in hydrodynamic radius
was obtained from the difference between cumulants and nonlinear least
squares analyses.
RESULTS
Single tryptophan has two decay components in
similar environments
The fluorescence decay of Bs-PFK was measured at 5-nm
intervals from 315- to 360-nm emission wavelength at 25°C.
The time-resolved emission spectral data were deconvolved
using both discrete and distributed decay models. Table
summarizes the results of global analyses with the lifetimes
linked. The global fit to a single exponential function was
unsatisfactory with a x2 value of 25. Correcting for scattered
light did not improve the fit. The double exponential fit gave
an acceptable X2 = 1.50. Inclusion of a term for scattered
light made little difference in the decay parameters but im-
proved x2 slightly to 1.45. The weighted residuals and au-
tocorrelation function did not reveal significant nonrandom-
ness (Fig. 1 a). A triple exponential fit further lowered x2 to
1.34. However, the recovered values of decay parameters for
TABLE 1 Fluorescence decay parameters, 250C
Amplitude Lifetime Standard
Model a, or area Tr or T, deviation af X
Discrete ns ns
Single exponential 1.00 3.51 24.9
Double exponential 0.41 ± 0.03 1.64 1.45
0.59 ± 0.01 4.43
+0.1 M PEP 0.40 1.64 1.51
0.60 4.43
Distribution
Unimodal Gaussian 1.00 3.35 1.59 1.91
Bimodal Gaussian 0.33 1.62 0.48 1.24
0.67 4.31 0.67
[Bs-PFK] = 6 x 10-6 M, pH 8.0. Global analysis of data acquired at 296-nm
excitation, 315-360-nm emission wavelength (5-nm intervals). Experiments
were performed in the presence of PEP at 340-nm emission wavelength.
Results of analyses with scatter correction.
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sian distribution models with and without correction for scat-
0.5-. tered light. Among these analyses, the lowest Xr value of 1.24
A oA was obtained for the bimodal Gaussian distribution with scat-
ter correction (Fig. 2). The lifetime centers and relative
-0.5s heights of the bimodal Gaussian distribution coincide with
20000+ 0 n| the discrete lifetimes and amplitudes of the biexponential fit.
0 J The apparent width of the a vs. T profile does not automat-
ically mean a true distribution. Such widths were also ob-
tained from distribution analyses of data simulated for dis-
u crete models. Moreover, the temperature, quenching, and
anisotropy data did not support a bimodal distribution model.
0oooo _ \ In distinguishing the discrete biexponential and unimodal
Gaussian distribution models, we note that increasing the
number of components in the discrete model should lead
to progressively better fits of data from a true distribution
(Q. Chen, F. N. Chowdhury, K. Maskos, and M. D. Barkley,
manuscript in preparation). This trend was not seen in the
100oo 200 300 400 500 Bs-PFK lifetime data. The triple exponential fit showed little
improvement over the double exponential fit and attempts toChannels include more components resulted in obvious redundancy.
0.5-- b Therefore, a discrete biexponential model best describes the
30000t fluorescence decay of the single tryptophan in Bs-PFK, at30~000 A 0 least at the statistical precision of the data.
Fig. 3 shows the steady-state emission spectrum of Bs-
PFK together with the decay-associated spectra of the two
0 nn components constructed according to Eq. 5. The relative am-
20000- \ plitudes of the two components are independent of emission
wavelength (Table 1), indicating that their emission spectra
u s have the same shape. This argues that the two decay com-
ponents originate from similar ground- and excited-state en-
vironments. The 1.6-ns component contributes 20% and the
10000- !l \4.4-ns component contributes 80% of the total fluorescenceintensity.
0.04
100 200 300 400 500
Channels
FIGURE 1 Time-resolved fluorescence. Left solid line is reference decay; 0.03
dotted line is sample decay; data are from experiments at 296-nm excitation,
340-nm emission wavelength, 25'C. Weighted percent residuals and auto-
correlation function of the residuals (inset) are also shown. (a) Intensity
decay, 54 ps/channel. Smooth curve is best fit in global analysis of time-
resolved emission spectral data: a, = 0.42, Ti = 1.64 ns, a2 = 0.58, T2 = 6 0.02 -
4.43 ns; partial x2 = 1.36. 0.2% scatter. (b) Horizontally polarized anisot-
ropy decay, 108 ps/channel. Smooth curve is best fit in global analysis of
polarized decays and magic angle decay, G = 0.552: a, = 0.38, T, = 1.79
ns, a2 = 0.62, T2 = 4.52 ns, ,S = 0.191, 4 = 42.6 ns; partial X2 = 1.46.
5.6% scatter. The nonrandom autocorrelation function is probably due to 0.01
error in G.
three exponential models were sensitive to initial guesses. 0. i
Also, we were unable to resolve three exponentials in the 0 2 4 6 8
temperature, quenching, and anisotropy data presented later. t ns
The data were also analyzed by unimodal and bimodal Gaus- FIGURE 2 Bimodal lifetime distribution.
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Wavelength (nm)
FIGURE 3 Decay-associated emission spectra of (0) T1 = 1.6-ns and (0)
T2 = 4.4-ns components of Bs-PFK. Top curve is steady-state emission
spectrum. Excitation wavelength was 296 nm, at 25°C.
Fluorescence is weakly temperature-dependent
The fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime ofBs-PFK were
measured at 50 intervals between 15 and 50°C. The enzyme
is stable up to 70°C. Table 2 presents the results obtained
from single curve analyses of the decay curves acquired at
each temperature. The longer lifetime decreases slightly with
increasing temperature, but the shorter component shows al-
most no temperature dependence over this range. The relative
amplitudes are independent of temperature. The radiative
rate calculated from quantum yield and lifetime data, kr =
8.0 ± 0.2 X 107 s-1, is independent of temperature. This is
close to the values reported for N-acetyltryptophanamide in
dioxane (29) and the partially buried tryptophan in RNase T1
(30). It is somewhat higher than usual for aqueous tryptophan
derivatives (20, 31) and other single tryptophan proteins
(32, 33).
We assume that a single temperature-dependent nonradi-
ative process accounts for the temperature dependence of
Bs-PFK fluorescence. Arrhenius parameters were extracted
from quantum yield data using a temperature-independent
rate ko = 1 X 108 S-1 (34) in Eq. 1. Table 3 shows the results,
together with results obtained from various analyses of
temperature-dependent lifetime data. The plot of ln[Vt-1 -
TABLE 2 Temperature dependence of fluorescence lifetimes
Temp a1 Tj 2 Xr
°C ns ns
15 0.40 1.66 4.51 1.87
20 0.40 1.69 4.34 1.60
25 0.38 1.74 4.34 1.51
30 0.45 1.63 4.23 1.57
35 0.45 1.55 4.16 1.46
40 0.44 1.48 4.10 1.55
45 0.45 1.48 4.03 1.53
50 0.44 1.39 3.96 1.62
[Bs-PFK] = 6 x 10-6 M, pH 8.0. Single curve analysis of data acquired at
296-nm excitation, 340-nm emission wavelength, with scatter correction.
TABLE 3 Arrhenius parameters
k,, A E
Quantum yield s-' s-' kcal/mol
Linear fit 1 x 108 2.6 x 109 1.4
Lifetime, T1
Linear fit 1 x 108 2.8 X 109 1.11
Nonlinear fit 5.7 X 108 6.5 X 1015 11
Global analysis 5.5 X 108
Lifetime, T2
Linear fit 1 x 108 7.5 x 108 1.05
Nonlinear fit 1.6 x 108 1.7 X 1010 1.9
Global analysis 1.1 X 108 4.6 x 108 0.81
kjkr] vs. (RT)-1 is linear (Fig. 4 a), giving values for the
frequency factor A = 2.6 X 109 s-1 and activation energy
E* = 1.4 kcal/mol. Nonlinear fitting of quantum yield data
directly to Eq. 1 turned out to be quite sensitive to initial
guesses because of the weak temperature dependence rela-
tive to the precision of quantum yield data.
The lifetime data in Table 2 were fitted to both linear and
nonlinear forms of the Arrhenius equation. Fig. 4 b shows the
nonlinear fit to Eq. 8. The fluctuations in the shorter lifetime
result in poor fits for both linear and nonlinear cases. The
1-
.W
0
I-I
1/RT
AA.1
20.0-
1-
.W
19.0-
la a
1.5 1.6
1/RT
1.7 1.8
FIGURE 4 Arrhenius plots assuming k. = 1 X 108 s-'. (a) Quantum
yield, 296-nm excitation wavelength. (b) Lifetime: (0) TI, (0) T2, and (A)
vi; data from Table 2.
b
--n-*~~~--
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frequency factors A and activation energies E* obtained for
the longer lifetime are in reasonable agreement with the val-
ues from quantum yield data (Table 3). The temperature-
independent rate k.1 estimated from the nonlinear fit of the
shorter lifetime (1/ko1 = 1.76 ns) suggests that there is almost
no temperature dependence of this lifetime (TI = 1.74 ns at
25°C). Finally, the decay curves were analyzed directly in
terms of the Arrhenius parameters, bypassing the recovery of
lifetimes. The Arrhenius parameters koi, Ai, and E*of the two
components were linked at different temperatures in the glo-
bal analysis. The robustness of each result was tested by
repeating the analysis with different initial guesses. The best
global x2 obtained was 1.64, where we assumed that the
shorter lifetime (1/k01 = 1.82 ns) did not depend on tem-
perature. This model gave ko2, A2, and E2* values of 1.1 X
108 s-1, 4.6 X 108 s-5, and 0.81 kcal/mol, respectively, for
the longer lifetime. Attempts to include two temperature-
dependent terms in Eq. 9 resulted in very low frequency
factors and a nearly flat lifetime vs. temperature function
(1/k.1 = 2.0 ns) for the short component. Thus we concluded
that the shorter lifetime is essentially independent of tem-
perature, whereas the longer lifetime has a slight temperature
dependence with an activation energy E* of about 1 kcal/
mol.
Tryptophan is inaccessible to solvent
The fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime of indole de-
rivatives increase in D20 compared to H20 (35). A solvent
isotope effect on tryptophan fluorescence in proteins signi-
fies exposure of the tryptophan environment to aqueous sol-
vent. The intensity and lifetime ofBs-PFK fluorescence were
measured 2, 6, and 30 days after dissolving the enzyme in
deuterated buffer. There is no deuterium isotope effect on the
fluorescence (Table 4), indicating that the tryptophan at the
monomer subunit interface is not accessible to bulk solvent.
The accessibility of the tryptophan to small solute mole-
cules was probed by collisional quenching experiments using
acrylamide and iodide. Both are efficient quenchers of indole
fluorescence (36). Fig. 5 shows Stem-Volmer plots of the
intensity and lifetime quenching data. Bs-PFK fluorescence
is quenched by acrylamide, but not significantly quenched by
iodide (Fig. 5 a). The apparent bimolecular quenching rate
kq(app) was estimated from the steady-state Stem-Volmer
constant
Ksv = kq(app)(Ti.) (18)
TABLE 4 Fluorescence in H20 and D20, 250C
D20 'D20H20 a, Xr
days ns ns ns
0 1.0 0.39 1.63 4.42 3.33 1.51
2 1.0 0.43 1.50 4.60 3.27 1.45
6 1.0 0.45 1.81 4.61 3.35 1.27
30 1.0 0.46 1.58 4.64 3.23 1.48
0.7-
0.6-
^ 0.5-
0.4-
0.3-
0.2w
[Q], M
0.0 0.1 0.2
[Q], M
0.3
FIGURE 5 Stern-Volmer plots. (a) Steady-state intensity: (0) acrylamide
and (0) iodide. (b) Lifetime: (0) Tr, (0) T2, and (A) (T). Excitation wave-
length was 296 nm, and emission wavelength was 340 nm. Temperature was
250C.
where (T.) = Y.1aiaT2/Ija iTir is the mean lifetime. The value
of kq(app) = 5.4 X 108 M-' s-1 for acrylamide is at least 10
times faster than for iodide, though below the diffusion limit
for fully exposed indoles (Table 5). Moreover, the two life-
time components are quenched by acrylamide at different
rates (Fig. 5 b). The individual bimolecular quenching rates
kqi obtained from a two-step analysis of the time-resolved
data agreed quite well with those recovered by global anal-
ysis directly in terms of the Stern-Volmer parameters (Table
5). The values of Tmi and kqi at different acrylamide concen-
trations were linked in the global analysis, which gave a
global x2 of 1.92 and remarkably robust results. The shorter
lifetime component is quenched almost four times faster than
the longer lifetime component. The bimolecular quenching
rate for the mean lifetime is 3.3 X 108 M-1 s-1, which is
reasonably close to the apparent value from steady-state
quenching experiments. This argues against static quenching
of Bs-PFK fluorescence by acrylamide.
Bs-PFK is a tetramer in solution
The molecular weight of Bs-PFK was measured by static
light scattering at pH 6.0 and 8.0. The experiments were done
b
0 0
[Bs-PFK] = 6 X 10-6 M, pH(D) = 8.0. Single curve analysis of data acquired
at 296-nm excitation, 340-nm emission wavelength, with scatter correction.
U.0
.
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TABLE 5 Stern-Volmer parameters, 250C
Unquenched lifetime Bimolecular quenching rate x 10-8 M-l s-'
Quencher (T.) To To2 kq(app) kq I kq2
ns ns
Intensity Acrylamide 4.01 5.4 ± 0.8
+0.1 M PEP 3.87 6.3 ± 0.5
Iodide 4.01 0.5
+0.1 M PEP 3.87 0.2
Lifetime Acrylamide
Linear fit 1.65 4.59 3.3 4.5 1.4
Global 1.63 4.52 4.0 1.4
[Bs-PFK] = 6 x 10-6 M, pH 8.0; 296-nm excitation, 340-nm emission wavelength.
within the concentration range of the fluorescence measure-
ments. As the molecules are quite small compared to the laser
wavelength, it was impossible to measure static radii of gy-
ration. On the positive side, molecular weights could be de-
termined reliably by scattering measurements at a single scat-
tering angle. Fig. 6 shows intensity data plotted according to
Eq. 16, assuming a reasonable value of dn/dc = 0.195 ml/g
for proteins (37). The scatter in the data reflects the very low
concentrations and small excess light scattering compared to
solvent. (Protein scattering was only a few percent above
solvent at lower concentrations.) However, the intercepts can
be estimated to within about 15%, yielding molecular masses
of 122 and 116 kDa at pH 6.0 and 8.0, respectively. These
values are within experimental error of the tetramer molec-
ular mass of 136 kDa.
The translational diffusion coefficient of Bs-PFK at 25°C
was determined by dynamic light scattering from pH 6.0 to
9.0 at a protein concentration of 0.2 mg/ml (6 X 10-6 M). Due
to the low concentrations, apparent optical coherence was
12
reduced compared to strongly scattering solutions (38). Nev-
ertheless, acceptable correlation functions could be acquired
within a reasonable time, and the average decay rate was
readily determined (Fig. 7). The hydrodynamic radius Rh was
calculated using the z average diffusion coefficient Dz in Eq.
17. As seen in Table 6, the hydrodynamic radius of Bs-PFK
hovers around 40 A. The isoelectric point of the enzyme is
5.5, so the slight decrease and greater uncertainty in hydro-
dynamic radius at pH 6.5 cannot be attributed to anomalous
behavior at the isoelectric point. Paradies et al. (39) measured
a value of 34.4 A for the radius of gyration Rg of Ec-PFK by
small angle x-ray scattering. Their reported value of the
Stokes' radius Rh was apparently derived for a spherical
model by multiplying Rg by \/5i/ to give 44.4 A. (The num-
ber cited in Ref. 39 is 44.0 A in the abstract and 44.3 A in
Table 1.) However, the value of Rh = 53.4 A computed from
the diffusion coefficient reported by Paradies et al. (39) is
significantly larger than we obtain. A spherical, unhydrated
protein of mass 136 kDa and partial specific volume 0.745
660000
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FIGURE 6 Static light scattering as a function of Bs-PFK concentration
in (0) 0.01 M acetate, pH 6.0, and (x) 0.01 M Tris, pH 8.0. 25°C, 0 = 45°.
M,-1 is the intercept at c = 0.
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FIGURE 7 Light scattering second order intensity autocorrelation func-
tion G(2)(T). 0 = 60°, 0.2 mg/ml Bs-PFK in 0.01 M Tris, pH 8.5, 25°C; T
is the lag time. Inset is semilog representation of the normalized, baseline-
subtracted, second order correlation function, g(2)(T) - 1. Lack of curvature
indicates that the sample is monodisperse.
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TABLE 6 Light scattering quantum yield, and emission
anisotropy data, 250C
Molecular
pH mass Rh F (r)
kDa A
5.5 39 ± 1 0.33 ± 0.02 0.174
6.0 122 0.33 ± 0.02 0.175
6.5 34 ± 4 0.32 ± 0.02 0.173
7.0 0.31 ± 0.03 0.174
7.5 41 ± 1 0.30 ± 0.02 0.174
8.0 116 0.30 ± 0.02 0.177
+0.1 M PEP 0.28 0.170
8.5 39 ± 2 0.31 ± 0.02 0.174
0.01 M buffer: acetate, pH 5.5-6.0; 1,3-bis[tris(hydroxymethyl)-
methylamine]propane, pH 6.5-7.0; Tris, pH 7.5-8.5.
ml/g has a radius of 34.3 A. Similarly, each subunit of mass
34 kDa has an equivalent radius b = 21.6 A. According to
simple Kirkwood-Risemann theory, the hydrodynamic ra-
dius of a tetrahedral arrangement of four such spheres is 8b/5
= 34.5 A (40). The measured hydrodynamic radius of about
40 A exceeds that of a single sphere of equivalent mass by
a factor of 1.15. If the protein is not hydrated, this factor can
be accounted for by a prolate or oblate ellipsoid of axial ratio
of about 3, which is somewhat larger than the axial ratio of
1.3-1.5 estimated from the x-ray structure (5). Therefore,
some hydration of the protein is probably indicated.
Tryptophan is immobilized in Bs-PFK
The Stokes shift of the indole chromophore is highly sen-
sitive to solvent polarity, moving about 50 nm to the red from
hexane to water (41). The emission maxima of tryptophan
residues in proteins range from 308 to 350 nm (9). Bs-PFK
fluorescence has a maximum at 327 nm, suggesting a rela-
tively nonpolar environment. At 25°C, the fluorescence
quantum yield is 0.31 ± 0.01 and the steady-state emission
anisotropy at 296 nm excitation is 0.175 ± 0.003. The emis-
sion maximum, quantum yield, and anisotropy are constant
from pH 6 to 9 (Table 6). The steady-state anisotropy at 25°C
is within the range 0.167-0.194 for frozen solutions of single
tryptophan peptides and proteins excited at 295 nm (42), but
below the limiting value of 0.28 for tryptophan at this ex-
citation wavelength (43).
The time-resolved emission anisotropy of Bs-PFK was
measured at 25°C. The vertically and horizontally polarized
decays were deconvolved simultaneously with all of the de-
cay parameters linked (Table 7). The fit assuming a mo-
noexponential anisotropy decay gave a global x2 of 1.33 with
rotational correlation time 4 - 41 ns and preexponential
,B = 0.19 (Fig. 1 b). However, the shorter lifetime Tr = 2.1
ns is somewhat larger than the value of 1.63 ns recovered
from magic angle experiments (Table 1). Attempts to resolve
a biexponential anisotropy decay failed. The analysis either
returned two 41-ns components or gave a fast 4) with very
small 13 (0.001) or very slow 4 (130 ns) with negative : for
the second component. Including a magic angle decay in the
global analysis yields a 1.79-ns lifetime for the short com-
TABLE 7 Anisotropy decay parameters, 250C
Lifetimes
Global analysis Tl T2 f3 (t Xr
ns ns
Polarized decays 2.09 4.67 0.19 41.9 1.33
Polarized decays, magic
angle decay 1.79 4.52 0.19 42.1 1.38
[Bs-PFK] = 6 x 10-6 M, pH 8.0; 296-nm excitation, 340-nm emission
wavelength.
ponent with almost no change in the anisotropy decay pa-
rameters. We note that the confidence interval for the cor-
relation time is very wide. Varying 4 between 30 and 60 ns
(5-ns intervals), while keeping the other parameters fixed,
increased the x2 value 5% at most. A rotational correlation
time 10 times the excited-state lifetime is poorly determined.
The hydrodynamic volume Vh was calculated from the
Stokes-Einstein equation as follows.
4 = Vh1q/kT (19)
The value of 1.9 X 10-19 cm3 is slightly larger than the
estimated volume of 1.7 X 10-19 cm3 for a sphere equivalent
to Bs-PFK. The initial anisotropy r(0) = 0.19 falls in the
range of values of 0.18-0.26 reported for RNase TI at
295-nm excitation wavelength (30, 44). The anisotropy de-
cay of the single tryptophan of RNase TI is also single ex-
ponential. The relatively high values of the steady-state and
initial anisotropies as well as the single long rotational cor-
relation time argue that the indole ring is firmly anchored in
the monomer subunit interface.
Tryptophan environment is similar in R and T
states
Bs-PFK switches from the active R state to the inactive T
state in the presence of the allosteric inhibitor PEP (5). Flu-
orescence measurements were made on enzyme-ligand com-
plexes at 25°C. No changes in fluorescence were observed
in the presence of Fru6P and ATP substrates, consistent with
an R-state conformation for unliganded Bs-PFK. In the pres-
ence ofPEP the fluorescence emission maximum shifts about
2 nm to the red, and the quantum yield drops about 10%
compared to enzyme alone (Table 6). These changes, albeit
small, are reproducible and reversible by addition of Fru6P
substrate. The fluorescence decay of the inhibitor complex
has two components with the same amplitudes and lifetimes
as the free enzyme (Table 1). The emission anisotropy and
quenching rates were not affected by PEP (Tables 5, 6).
DISCUSSION
The fluorescence decay of Bs-PFK appears to represent two
ground-state species with populations of 40% for the shorter
lifetime component and 60% for the longer lifetime com-
ponent. Amplitudes of fluorescence decays equal ground-
state populations when the absorption and emission spectra
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and radiatives rates of the species are the same. In Bs-PFK
the two lifetime components have the same emission spectra
and probably similar if not identical absorption spectra and
radiative rates. The equilibrium between the two states does
not shift in the temperature range studied. The arguments for
two ground-state conformations of Bs-PFK follow. First,
analysis of time-resolved fluorescence data according to var-
ious models supports two discrete decay components with
positive amplitudes. There is no hint of excited-state reac-
tions such as dipolar (solvent) relaxation in the decay-
associated spectra, in the form of either negative amplitude
or red-shifted emission of the long lifetime component. Sec-
ond, the two lifetime components are quenched at different
rates by acrylamide: 4 X 108 M-' s-1 for the 1.6-ns com-
ponent and 1.4 X 108 M-1 s-' for the 4.5-ns component.
Differential acrylamide quenching of two lifetime compo-
nents was also observed for the single tryptophan in RNase
Ti at pH 7.4, with quenching rates of 9 x 108 M- s-1 for
the 1.6-ns component and 1.5 x 108 M- s-1 for the pre-
dominant 3.9-ns component (44). The association of differ-
ent bimolecular quenching rates with different lifetimes of
single tryptophan residues is taken as evidence of distin-
guishable protein conformations (44-46). Third, the indole
ring in Bs-PFK is relatively immobile. Mobility of the tryp-
tophan side chain often (11, 33), though not always (47),
produces a distribution of lifetimes. Both the high steady-
state anisotropy (r) = 0.175 ± 0.003 at 25°C and relatively
high initial anisotropy r(0) = 0.19 are consistent with a rigid
tryptophan having little internal motion. The lower r(0) in
Bs-PFK compared to the limiting value for tryptophan at the
same excitation wavelength may be due to differences in
polarity of the medium, which would shift the relative en-
ergies of the 1La and 1Lb excited states (48) in a region where
the polarization is changing rapidly (43). Alternatively, the
usual explanation of rapid librational motion may obtain. We
failed to resolve a second anisotropy decay component with
short rotational correlation time, so the motion would have
to be faster than the time resolution of our experiments.
Bs-PFK has one tryptophan at position 179 in the polypep-
tide chain, but the enzyme is a tetramer with four
tryptophans/molecule. The subunit structure introduces ad-
ditional opportunities for ground-state heterogeneity, such as
association-dissociation reactions, allosteric forms, and non-
identical subunit conformations. Mammalian PFK under-
goes reversible self-association as a function of solution vari-
ables (49). The two decay components of Bs-PFK do not
represent different oligomeric species as judged by static and
dynamic light scattering and time-resolved emission aniso-
tropy. The molecular weight, hydrodynamic radius, and hy-
drodynamic volume concur that the tetramer is the only spe-
cies present in significant amounts. Static light scattering is
not highly sensitive to the presence of monomer or dimer
amid excess tetramer. Dynamic light scattering has greater
potential for resolving heterogeneous mixtures, yet there was
no sign of smaller particles at the level of precision possible
with such dilute solutions. The rotational correlation time is
even more sensitive to size, and here too there was no ev-
idence of heterogeneity in the anisotropy decay. Further-
more, the hydrodynamic radii determined from translational
and rotational diffusion measurements agree reasonably
well: Rh = 40 A from dynamic light scattering and Rh =
(3Vhl4T)113 = 36 A from anisotropy decay, considering the
experimental limitations. A hydrodynamic radius of 36-40 A
is larger then the 34-A radius estimated without hydration.
The discrepancy can be reconciled by considering the hy-
dration layer. Finally, the oligomeric structure of Bs-PFK
does not depend on solution variables such as pH, despite
large variation in enzymatic activity in the region pH 6 to 9
(50).
The tryptophan fluorescence of Bs-PFK is almost com-
pletely insensitive to the allosteric transition from active R
to inactive T state. The only perceptible changes are a slight
red shift in emission maximum and small drop in quantum
yield in the T-state conformation. The fluorescence decays of
both allosteric forms are biexponential with the same life-
times and relative amplitudes. Comparison of the R and T
structures of Bs-PFK shows that the quaternary change in-
volves a 70 rotation of rigid dimers with no significant
change at the large interface (5). W179 is in helix 7 in the
inner layer of a helices, in the midst of an extensive hydro-
phobic contact between the two subunits of the dimer. Fig.
8 illustrates the distances to various functional groups within
8 A of the indole ring in the R structure. The three waters are
absent in the T structure. Most of the other functional groups
are in the same place. The F759 peptide nitrogen and car-
bonyl and the V762 peptide nitrogen move at least 0.1-0.2
A further away in the T state. The fluorescence results concur
that the allosteric transition does not perturb the monomer
subunit interface.
FIGURE 8 Functional groups within 8 A of W179 in R structure of Bs-
PFK. Circles denote 4-, 6-, and 8-A distances from the center of the indole
ring (C8-C9 bond). (>NH) peptide nitrogen, (C=O) peptide carbonyl,
(C-N) amide nitrogen, (CC=O) amide carbonyl, (C=N) guanidinium,
(Ph-) phenyl, (COO-) carboxylate, (-S-) sulfur.
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Although the subunits are chemically identical and the
tetramer generally has 222 symmetry, small differences be-
tween subunits occur in some of the crystal structures of
PFK. These are most discernible in the two R-state structures
of Ec-PFK (3, 4), but they are also apparent in the T-state
structure of Bs-PFK (5). The most intriguing differences
from a functional standpoint are the "closed" and "open"
subunit structures of Ec-PFK complexed with its reaction
products, which probably represent two intermediates in ca-
talysis (3). There is some suggestion in the electron density
map for the R-state structure of Bs-PFK of a similar motion
in the active site. Also potentially significant are the minor
variations between subunits in the conformation of the al-
losteric loop in the T structure of Bs-PFK (5, 51). In the 8-A
region around indole, the positions of the N128 amide ni-
trogen and carbonyl, F135 and F139 phenyl rings, D175 car-
boxylate and peptide carbonyl, M311 sulfur, A778 peptide
carbonyl, and 1176 and F259 peptide nitrogens and carbonyls
differ by 0.2-0.7 A among subunits. It is not known whether
differences in subunit conformation occur in solution, but
their presence would have implications for the fluorescence
decay kinetics. If the tryptophan environments are identical,
then energy transfer between subunits is without effect. En-
ergy transfer between tryptophans in different environments
would be indistinguishable from ground-state heterogeneity
if their emission spectra were the same. However, the relative
amplitudes and decay times would depend on the energy
transfer rates.
The crystal structure shows that W179 is buried in the
large interface. In the monomer the indole ring lies in a hy-
drophobic pocket with half of the benzene ring protruding on
the surface. The benzene ring is capped by hydrophobic res-
idues on the other subunit in the dimer. The radiative rate of
indole derivatives is higher in nonpolar solvents than in water
(29). The relatively high radiative rate of W179 and some-
what blue emission maximum are consistent with a hydro-
phobic environment in the protein. The weak temperature
dependence of the fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime
as well as the absence of a deuterium isotope effect indicate
that the tryptophan is not accessible to bulk aqueous solvent.
Isotopically sensitive solvent quenching is the major
temperature-dependent nonradiative decay process in aque-
ous indoles (16). It is characterized by high frequency factors
and activation energies, on the order of 1015_1017 s-1 and
11-13 kcal/mol, respectively, in water. There is no evidence
for water quenching of Bs-PFK fluorescence. In addition, the
very low quenching rate constant for iodide, near the limits
of detection in steady-state experiments, implies that W179
is inaccessible to small solute molecules. Iodide quenches via
the heavy atom effect on intersystem crossing, which re-
quires close contact (52). The moderate quenching by ac-
rylamide likely involves a through-space mechanism, such as
electron transfer or exchange (53). The solute quenching pa-
rameters of the partially buried tryptophan in RNase TI are
similar to Bs-PFK (30, 44). Acrylamide quenching of RNase
Ti was proposed to occur via electron transfer over distances
of 1.8 to 3 A (44). In Bs-PFK the tryptophan is buried deeper
0in the protein. W 179 is about 11 A from the outer surface and
13 A from the solvent-filled hole through the center of the
tetramer (54). Rotation about the Ca-C3 bond only appears
to bring the indole ring a few A closer to either protein sur-
face. These distances seem rather far for efficient electron
transfer or exchange, both of which drop off exponentially
with distance. Dipole-dipole energy transfer operates over
longer distances. The Forster critical distance Ro for energy
transfer from Bs-PFK tryptophan donor to acrylamide ac-
ceptor is 7 A.
In summary, the evidence presented in this paper dem-
onstrates that the heterogeneous fluorescence decay of Bs-
PFK is not due to multiple oligomeric species, R- and T-state
allosteric forms, or excited-state reactions such as dipolar
relaxation. It also argues convincingly for two discrete micro-
conformational states of the single tryptophan, with different
acrylamide quenching rates. These may reflect different sub-
unit conformations in the tetramer that are important in en-
zyme function or random local fluctuations in the tryptophan
environment. Whatever their origin, the lifetime differences
between microstates must be due to differences in the prox-
imity of protein functional groups that quench tryptophan
fluorescence. The biexponential fluorescence decay is not
significantly affected by structural differences in the R- and
T states, so the internal waters probably have no role in
quenching. Several functional groups in the 8-A radius
around W 179 have been proposed to quench indole fluo-
rescence by excited-state proton or electron transfer reac-
tions, including arginine, aspartic acid, asparagine, and me-
thionine side chains as well as the peptide carbonyl (12, 33,
55-57). Present knowledge is insufficient to specify the
quenching groups in Bs-PFK. Rotation of the tryptophan side
chain would put the indole ring <4 A from the 1176, D175,
and G174 peptide carbonyls and change the proximities of
the R766 guanidinium, D175 carboxylate, N128 amide ni-
trogen and carbonyl, and M311 sulfur. Distinct conforma-
tional states of Bs-PFK could conceivably be rotamers of
W179 that do not interconvert on the fluorescence time scale.
Likewise, slow motions of the protein matrix which move
quenching functional groups relative to W179 might also
produce the ground-state heterogeneity.
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